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Hey, I'm
Bob

Your go-to guy when it comes to helping you turn your
dreams into reality. Through my simple yet powerful
SaaS-based ‘platform of dreams’  called Ideas-Shared,
which comprises an ambition marketplace,
methodology, delivery engine, and social network, that
powers our ‘One World Initiative’ ~ helping individuals
and entities achieve their personal, professional, and
societal ambitions and goals simply by sharing ideas and
taking collective action with people you know and those
you’ve yet to meet. 

They say I have a knack for connecting the dots, even
when they seem nonexistent. Some might call me
eccentric, but I embrace it – after all, who doesn't love a
bit of eccentricity, especially when you’re achieving your
cherished ambitions and goals.

ideas-shared.com

mailto:bob@ideas-shared.com
https://ideas-shared.com/
tel:+447494294885


Designed for democratised ambition realisation
the world over, in this Guide you will learn all
about an incredible opportunity... where you are
empowered to identify and deliver your personal,
professional, and societal ambitions and goals:

Unique platform more than four years in the
making.
Created by an MCIPS-qualified ex-soldier
from the UK and ex-pro-footballer from
Iceland.
Built on a lifetime of experience in delivering
complex, life-changing solutions worth
hundreds of millions of £.
Real-world actionable strategies and 7 Step
process that you can learn and use time and
time again starting in just minutes from now.
Suitable for all your personal, professional,
and societal change and improvement
activities.
Where all you have to do is follow the steps in
your own time, and where you are 100% in
control.

Welcome to the ‘Platform
of Dreams’ - Your Journey
Starts Here! This guide
will give you a sneak peek
into the incredible world
of Ideas-Shared.
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Although we live in a complex world, the activities we all take to achieve our
ambitions and goals are the same, but there is no single process or platform for
individuals, communities, businesses, non-profits, and governments to come
together, until now.

Intelligent collaboration is about understanding which ambitions and goals we
want to individually and collectively achieve, then coming together to
generate the required leverage to overcome any hurdles and take the
necessary steps needed to change the status quo.

And that’s where Ideas-Shared comes in.

We’ve created a turnkey one-stop shop for all humanity's change and
improvement needs, where any member can ask for help, get help, as well as
plan and execute the necessary tasks to make it happen, regardless of the
topic, the scale, the location, or anything else.

It is a one-world initiative like no other and now you can be part of it too!

Just imagine the potential ahead of us all...
.

Understanding The Basics
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My Unique ‘Ideas-
Shared’ Framework
Our intelligent collaboration methodology is at the heart of
everything. It consists of 7 steps that help you identify, progress, and
deliver your personal, community, social, business, environmental,
economic, financial, technological, and political ambitions and goals
with anyone.

STEP  3
Post Listings

STEP  1
Complete Profile

STEP  4
Build Teams

STEP  2
Identify Ambitions

STEP  5
Plan Tasks

STEP  6
Execute Tasks

STEP  7
Deliver OutcomesThe 7 Step Process
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We‘re inviting millions of people and organisations to come together in
groups to tackle adversity and take advantage of opportunities locally, and
globally!

You’re never alone. It doesn’t matter who you are, what you do, or where you
live. This is a truly multicultural community where everyone has the potential to
thrive.

1st Way To Benefit: Share your ambitions, ask for help, and get help to
develop your ideas, overcome your frustrations, fix problems, and 15 other
everyday activities. Don’t just think about it, now you can do it on Ideas-
Shared.

2nd Way To Benefit: Benefit from the value and benefit that’s unlocked
when you successfully deliver your desired outcomes stemming from
everyday ideas, problems, and frustration-related activities.

3rd Way To Benefit: Use your talents and skills to help any other individual
or organisation in the world, and add your voice to any local or global
initiative that you align with.

4th Way To Benefit: Be part of a global community and help change the
status quo surrounding big-ticket issues that include the environment, the
economy, and politics.

5th Way To Benefit: Create a powerful online presence, increase your
influence, grow your network, and develop another channel for anything
you want to do, sell, or are passionate about. 

6th Way To Benefit: Earn another income by inviting millions of other
people and organisations to join us, and make money long-term when the
people you refer sign up for a paid account. Note that commissions earned
are lifetime with the potential to grow significantly.

How You
Benefit
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CAN’T GET
ENOUGH?

YOUR
NOTES:

Learn more about Ideas-Shared:
Discover our ambition marketplace,
social network, delivery engine, and
plans for democratised ambition
realisation right across the planet.
Sign up and create your own portfolio of
everyday activities that deliver value and
benefit to you and all you care for
Check out our ambition directory and
align yourself with like-minded people.

Click the link below to become a member.

ideas-shared.com

Select Account Type

https://ideas-shared.com/select-organisation-type


Where does your heart lie?
Personal ambitions, professional ambitions or societal
ambitions?

1

2

3

4

5

WORKSHEET 

List your top 5 ambitions and goals
These can be personal, professional or societal.
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INSPIRATIONAL
REAL LIFE
STORY
MEET IVAR INGIMARSSON

The Challenge: Ivar was looking for a
way to help people develop their
ideas and thoughts, but he had no
idea how to proceed.

1.

Measurable Results: A chance
serendipitous meeting with Bob led to
the creation of Ideas-Shared. This
proved that anyone could meet
anyone and get the help they
needed to realise their ambitions.

2.

Client Testimonial: I achieved my
goal. We created a platform where
anyone can now develop their idea
with anyone else. But that’s not all.
We’ve taken the learning and
extended the platform to allow our
members to overcome frustrations, fix
problems, and lots more besides.

3.

Through the One World Initiative, we’re
bringing together the world’s peoples,
and their ideas, frustrations, and
problems so that we can ALL do
something with them. 

This isn’t theoretical, or conceptual, it’s
tangible reality, and it’s here now. More
powerful than AI, and more useful than
SEO, this is your chance to take center
stage and do more with your ambitions
than you ever thought possible.

On Ideas-Shared you choose what you
want to achieve. Simply plug in your
ambitions and goals, then follow our
methodology through to the conclusion. 
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IDEAS-SHARED OPENS THE DOOR TO
PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL, AND SOCIETAL

CHANGE AND IMPROVEMENT

NO MATTER WHO YOU ARE, WHAT YOU DO,
WHERE YOU LIVE, WHAT SIDE HUSTLES YOU

HAVE, IDEAS-SHARED (THE PLATFORM OF
DREAMS)  AND OUR ONE WORLD INITIATIVE
GIVES EVERYONE A VOICE AND A PLACE TO

GROW AND SHINE

CREATE UNLIMITED VALUE AND BENEFIT
FROM YOUR OWN EVER GROWING
PORTFOLIO OF AMBITIONS, GOALS,

ACTIVITIES & RESULTS

REASONS TO
START
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INDIVIDUALS

COMMUNITIES

BUSINESES

NON-PROFITS

Ideas Shared provides a new, yet growing community for
individuals to thrive, where dreams flourish, and limitless
possibilities await.

Ideas Shared fosters vibrant communities, empowering
special interest groups, villages, and countries to flourish
together, nurturing dreams, and paving the way for
boundless opportunities.

Ideas Shared cultivates thriving business communities,
empowering organisations to flourish together, nurturing
innovative ideas, and paving the way for boundless
opportunities in the corporate landscape.

Ideas Shared cultivates dynamic non-profit networks,
empowering places to flourish collectively, nurturing
impactful initiatives, and opening doors to assist more
individuals in need.

A BLUEPRINT FOR ALL

GOVERNMENT

Ideas Shared fuels collaborative synergy within
government entities, empowering Departments, MPs,
and Councillors to unite, foster progressive policies, and
create pathways for transformative societal change.

Ideas-Shared opens the door to massive collaborative opportunities between any number of
individuals and organisations. Now anyone can table issues, ask for help, get help, and
change the status quo.
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YOUR TRANSFORMATION
FROM PAIN TO GAIN STARTS
HERE
Our unique value proposition lies
in fostering seamless connections
and transformative partnerships.
We empower individuals,
businesses, non-profits, and
government entities to share
innovative ideas and implement
them effectively. Through our
streamlined 7 step process and
cutting-edge online community,
we turn aspirations into tangible
outcomes.

We offer more than just a
platform; we provide practical
support and expertise, nurturing
creativity and fostering a culture
of collaboration. Ideas Shared is
the catalyst for turning dreams
into impactful actions, making a
lasting difference in the lives of
our members and the
communities they serve.

Achieve the value and benefit
associated with your desired
outcomes.

Ideas Shared offers memberships
to both individuals and
organisations, providing everyone
with a platform to realise
ambitions and goals through
collaborative efforts within a
globally diverse community. 

Discover the power of
collaboration with Ideas Shared!
Join our innovative community
today and transform your ideas
into impactful actions. Whether
you're an individual, business,
non-profit, or government entity,
our platform provides the perfect
environment to connect, share,
and thrive. 
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BETA ACCESS: BE ONE OF THE FIRST

YOUR SURPRISE
GIFT

ideas-shared.com

FREE 90 DAY TRIAL
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A HANDY CHEAT SHEET FOR
YOU AS A SPECIAL TREAT

AS A BONUS, WE'VE PREPARED A HANDY CHEAT SHEET FOR YOU TO
KEEP CLOSE BY AND REFER TO WHEN YOU NEED HELP TO REALISE

YOUR IMPORTANT AND URGENT AMBITIONS AND GOALS

KEY TAKEAWAYS

ACTIONABLE TIPS

ONE WORLD INITIATIVE

Join Ideas-Shared to identify, progress, and deliver your personal, professional, and
societal ambitions with people you know and those you’ve yet to meet.

Undertake 18 everyday activities that include developing ideas, overcoming
frustrations, fixing problems and more.

No ads, no distraction, fully inclusive community for individuals, communities,
businesses, non-profits, and governments too!

Use for all your personal, community, social, business, environmental, economic,
technological, financial, and political wants and needs.
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